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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

A vibrotactile approach to tactile rendering

Abstract While moving our fingertip over a fine surface we experience
a sensation that gives us an idea of its
properties. A satisfactory simulation
of this feeling is still an unsolved
problem. In this paper, we describe
a rendering strategy based on vibrations that play an important role in the
tactile exploration of fine surfaces.
To produce appropriate excitation
patterns we use an array of vibrating
contactor pins. Similar to the colour
model in computer graphics, we
simulate arbitrary vibrations as a superposition of only two sinewaves.
Each sinewave is intended for the
excitation of a specific population of

1 Introduction
It is little known that the haptic sensory organ is the first
one among the senses to be developed in a human embryo.
However, it is well-known that in the virtual reality field
systems supporting human tactile and haptic perception
were the last ones to be investigated with some success
and the whole field is far away from having reached some
maturity. Our haptic and tactile sensory system has receptors in every part of the human skin and covers our
body completely. As opposed to the visual and the hearing
senses, the tactile sense cannot be shut down by blocking
incoming signals as we can do it with the visual or acoustic senses by closing or covering the eyes and by using ear
plugs. In any case, our haptic perception system is always
active in all parts of our skin and this global sensory system communicates to us all the time comprehensively the
mechanically felt sense of our very physical existence. All

mechanoreceptors. We carried out
first tests of our rendering strategy on
Brownian surfaces of different fractal
dimensions.
Keywords Tactile rendering · Vibrotactile perception · Bistimulus
theory · Brownian surfaces

our senses work together in order to communicate to us
relevant information that helps us to construct and update
our internal model and our local habitat. Clearly, that internal model together with the permanent update enables us
to be actively operational, including motion planning and
performing very basic actions like grasping and touching
and actively exploring any object we encounter.
Probably we are still at the very beginning of understanding and modelling appropriately all the relevant complex cognitive systems involved to accomplish the aforementioned basic orientation tasks. Here the problem to
understand the basic cognitive systems may be split into
several subtasks. One of them may concern the function
and meaning of the local receptors of the outside world,
the other subtask, which is perhaps even more difficult,
may concern models explaining the global system functions that integrate the perception of the incoming signals
to a global impression or global image. This paper focuses on tactile perception and employs and summarises
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some partly recently established knowledge on functions
of the tactile receptors in the human skin in Sect. 2. For
the experiments described in this paper some insights concerning those receptors are especially important.
Tactile perception is usually considered crucial to complement the visual perception by confirming the feeling of
what we see. Based on the understanding that this interaction between visual and tactile perception is extremely
important, this paper reports on experiments where visual
information contained in surface textures has been transformed into expected tactile signals conveying equivalent
or at least compatible tactile perceptions occurring when
touching those surface textures. Hence part of this paper
deals with the generation of tactile signals creating the perceptions that are appropriate in the context of surface textures. To achieve the latter, some simplifying assumptions
are made. The visual appearance of the texture of the surface (e.g., a textile) may have so-called symmetric wellordered components created by repetitive structures. To
classify the latter we consider here an important subclass
of periodic 2-D geometric structures. Namely, we assume
that the repetitive structure is created by a periodic parallel transformation of an elementary parallelogram that
will be detected automatically. To this end, Sect. 5.1 describes strategies employing a combination of geometrical
and stochastic methods to discover the elementary shape
parallelogram. The latter basic geometric structure may
then be used in repetition to create a simplified periodic
structure. This may, e.g., happen by creating a dent texture
using, e.g., a shape from a shading method to describe,
e.g., a basic ovoid cap whose repetition creates the periodic structure.
A generally accepted taxonomy of textures (cf. [16])
assumes that apart from ordered components we can also
recognise disordered unstructured components in surface
textures. Considering the grey value image representing
a surface texture, according to our model: In our human visual perception the unstructured parts of the latter
grey value image are associated with different degrees of
roughness that one would expect to feel if one were to
touch the physical surface creating the particular surface
texture. Those different degrees of expected roughness are
classified by a parameter defined by a fractal dimension
of the grey value image representing the surface texture.
Employing the stochastic concept of Brownian motion it
is possible to create height functions describing Brownian surfaces whose specific fractal dimensions can be
prescribed by some stochastic parameters. The Brownian
surface representing a surface with a specified roughness
(fractal dimension) is finally used to create a tactile signal experienced by a person probing the Brownian surface with a stylus. More precisely, the person moves with
a stylus over a virtual surface created by a phantom, i.e.,
a force feedback system that makes the user feel some
resistance in case the probing stylus touches the virtual
surface located in 3-D space. It is quite interesting that

some preliminary experimental studies indicate that the
perceived roughness intensity appears to increase strongly
monotonously with the increase of the fractal dimension
of the generated Brownian surface.
The tactile receptors in the human skin include the
so-called pacinian and non-pacinian receptors. It is wellestablished that those two different receptors can be stimulated by vibrations. Moreover, it is well-known that the
excitation intensity of that stimulation depends on the vibration frequency. According to our model in Sect. 5.4
there exist two different curves for the pacinian and nonpacinian receptors, respectively, describing for each vibration frequency the corresponding excitation intensity
of the specific receptor type. The latter phenomenon has
a counterpart in visual perception. In the tristimulus model
(cf. [6]) the eye, or more specifically the retina, has three
different receptors responding with different intensity to
light with a given frequency. For each of the three visual
receptors there exists a function obtained from measured
data describing the stimulus intensity depending on the
respective power associated with a specific frequency of
the light. Practically valid models describing the type of
colour perceived as stemming from the light reaching the
human eye assume that the perceived colour is determined
by the sum of the stimulation intensities experienced by
all three receptors (cf. [4]). This implies the validity of
the well-known RGB model. In the latter model, the total
stimulation intensity is created by using light signals built
up with three different colours corresponding to three basis frequencies only, where each of the three frequencies
must be chosen with an appropriately adjusted energy.
The model assumptions here lead to a three-dimensional
model space describing all possibly perceivable colours.
All those colours can be generated by “equivalent combinations” of any three different light sources, each of them
radiating a different type of light with an appropriately
chosen power depending on the power associated with the
frequency distribution of the given three light sources. In
this context it is only relevant that the three generated
power/frequency distributions correspond to three linearly
independent vectors (basis colours) representing equivalence classes of basis vectors in a 3-D vector space defined by vectors representing power/frequency distributions. This means that scaling each of the latter basis
colour (light source) vectors with one appropriate positive
real number will create any given total stimulation intensity perceived by the three receptors. This additive vector
space concept useful for describing colour models is in
Sect. 5.4 applied for modeling tactile sensations using two
generating frequencies only. Analogue to the RGB model,
we assume here that a “tactile colour” impression created
by any vibration frequency distribution can be generated
equivalently by the appropriately scaled intensities of two
generating vibration frequencies (40 and 360 Hz) only.
This is our current hypothesis in this paper, which still
needs further experimental validation.
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2 Human tactile perception
The skin being the biggest perceptional organ gives us the
sense of touch. In contrast to our dominant senses like vision and hearing, touch requires an active exploration of
the surrounding environment. By touching an object and
moving over its surface, we receive information that is not
obtainable by other senses. We can, for instance, assess
the small-scale roughness of the surface, its softness and
friction.
Located in the dermal and epidermal layer of the
glabrous (hairless) skin, four different types of receptors
send impulses to the somatosensory cortex, giving us the
ability to estimate tactile quantities. Although each type
of receptor reacts differently to mechanical stimuli applied
on the skin (see Table 1), similarities have been observed
in the rate of adaptation to a stimulus. The rate of adaptation represents the fall-off of neural activity during the
presentation of a constant stimulus applied to the skin.
A classification into two groups has been found: the fast
adapting (FA) or rapid adapting receptors and the slow
adapting receptors (SA). FA receptors are mostly sensitive
to transients in skin deformation, whereas SA receptors
also respond to sustained deformation.
Many experiments related to the sensitivity and firing rate of the receptors have been conducted in order to
find the functional role of each receptor type in tactile
perception. The results are summarised in [12]. Furthermore, the receptors differ by the size of their receptive
field, i.e., the area of skin associated with a particular
receptor within which a mechanical stimulus will excite
that receptor. The correspondence between the receptive
field and the spatial acuity has been studied extensively in
order to investigate the mechanisms for texture discrimination.
Based on studies of the psychologist David Katz
(see [14]), it is generally believed that two mechanisms
are involved in the task of texture discrimination and
roughness judgement. Depending on the size and distance of surface features one mechanism should dominate
the other. The first mechanism is used on coarse textures where large skin displacements with relatively small
changes over time occur. It is, therefore, believed that
the Merkel discs as an SA receptor play an important
role in discriminating these textures. The second mechanism should be relevant for fine textures where the
skin experiences small displacements with many changes.
Table 1. Characteristics
of mechanoreceptors
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Hence, it is assumed that vibrations inside the skin mediated by FA receptors are responsible for discrimination of fine textures. This two-mechanism hypothesis, the
duplex theory, has been supported by experiments performed by Hollins et al. (see [10]). These suggest that
vibratory perception in the pacinian channel is responsible for surface roughness judgements at structure sizes
smaller than 100 µm, but this channel is not responsible
for roughness perception at structure sizes greater than
100 µm.
By presuming a detection mechanism of vibrational
components for microscopic structures, several experiments have been conducted from the acoustic point of
view to investigate the mediation and detection of frequencies on the skin (see [3]). As a result, threshold curves
have been found in [7] and [8] for each receptor, where
every point describes an amplitude and frequency at which
the stimulus was detected. Idealisation of those measurements result in the curves depicted in Fig. 13. We use the
latter curves in Sect. 5.4 for the development of a model to
describe “tactile colours” employing only two generating
frequencies.

3 System overview
The goal of the HAPTEX project is the development of
a virtual reality system for the visual and haptic presentation of textiles. The target scenario is depicted in Fig. 1.
The virtual cloth is attached to a fixed stand. The user can
touch, squeeze, rub and stretch the fabric with his thumb
and index finger, feeling appropriate tactile stimulation at
the fingertips.
The final goal is a very challenging task, because it
must integrate force-feedback and tactile simulation posing more than only mechanical difficulties. Therefore, an
intermediate scenario has been defined as a test bed for
tactile rendering (see Fig. 2). Here the fabric is completely
fixed on a rigid support. The user can tactually explore
the fabric’s surface with one fingertip. Force-feedback is
not available, other than to define the plane of the surface.
Figure 3 gives an overview of the tactile rendering. Before any rendering can be done, the real fabric has to be
converted into a virtual tactile fabric. Unlike real-time rendering, this preprocessing is not time critical. Thus it is
desirable to do as much precomputation as possible to

Receptor type

Rate of adaptation

Receptive field

Function

Merkel discs
Ruffini’s corpuscles
Meissner corpuscles
Pacinian corpuscles

SA-I
SA-II
RA-I
RA-II

small, well-defined
large, undefined
small, well-defined
large, indistinct

indentation, curvature
static force, skin stretch
velocity, edges, slip detection
acceleration, vibration
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Fig. 1. HAPTEX final scenario

Fig. 3. Overview of the tactile rendering

4 Stimulator hardware

Fig. 2. HAPTEX tactile scenario

speed up the time critical rendering. A source of information about the fabric’s surface is the appropriate Kawabata
measurements as described in [15]. A way to convert these
pure measurements into an appropriate virtual tactile fabric is described in [11]. Information regarding the fabric’s
surface can also be obtained from a high-resolution photography of the fabric. The latter task is described in more
detail in Sect. 5.1.
Basically, the tactile renderer needs two ingredients to
work properly: a computer representation of a fabric and
the trajectory of the fingertip on the surface of the fabric.
As described in Sect. 2, vibrotaction plays an important
role in the perception of fine surface textures. Therefore,
we compute the vibrations occurring in the fingertip while
moving along the trajectory. These are decomposed into
only two basic frequencies intended to directly stimulate
the pacinian and non-pacinian receptors. We describe this
process in Sect. 5. The stimulator hardware is described in
Sect. 4.

The stimulator under development for the HAPTEX
project incorporates a pair of vibrotactile arrays, designed
to produce touch sensations on the tips of the index finger
and the thumb. These arrays are based on devices produced previously at the University of Exeter [18–20], with
multiple contactors on the skin whose vibration waveform is under software control. The intention is to produce
virtual touch sensations – edges and corners of objects,
surface textures and contact area – by producing an appropriate spatiotemporal variation of mechanical disturbance
over the skin. An array of this type does not aim to reproduce the topology of “real” surfaces, it aims to produce an
appropriate excitation pattern over the various populations
of mechanoreceptors in the skin.
Figure 4 shows an example of an earlier design – an array with 25 contactors over 1 cm2 on the fingertip. This
forms part of a 125-contactor, 5-digit stimulator for one
hand. The contactor array, in the centre of the top surface,
is driven by piezoelectric bimorphs (which appear black in
the picture). Figure 5 shows an outline diagram of an array
designed for the HAPTEX project. The finger is represented by the cylinder towards the top of the picture. Note
that the mechanism is placed around the back of the finger
so that there is minimum interference to manipulation.
The spatial resolution required for the contactor array is related to the density of mechanoreceptors in the
skin, which is on the order of 1 mm−2 on the fingertip,
or to the spatial acuity on the fingertip, which is around
1 mm [13]. In a previous investigation [19], using a 100contactor array with a spatial resolution of 1 mm on the
fingertip [18], we showed that it is difficult to discriminate
between moving vibratory stimuli presented at resolutions
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Fig. 4. Single-digit stimulator with 25 contactors over 1 cm2 on the
fingertip

Fig. 6. Modelling of system frequency response, in the case of loading by the skin, for different lengths of piezoelectric drive element.
(Labels indicate length in mm)

Fig. 5. Design for an array with 24 contactors over the fingertip

of 1 mm or 2 mm. This suggests that a 1 mm pitch array
may offer little advantage over a 2 mm pitch array in some
contexts. The proposed design for the arrays in the HAPTEX project has a contactor spacing of around 2 mm.
4.1 Electromechanical design
Electromechanical design may be facilitated by a mathematical model of the piezoelectric drive system and the
mechanical load presented by the skin. For example, see
Fig. 6, where the principle resonance of the system is represented by a simple mass-on-a-spring model. It is convenient to assume a linear model for the piezoelectric material and for the skin load – at large amplitudes both
components are significantly non-linear, but for amplitudes less than 100 µm the linear assumption appears to
produce valid predictions.
Figure 7 shows real, not model, data that were obtained via a miniature accelerometer from a single contactor in an array of the type shown in Fig. 4. The highfrequency limbs of such curves are dominated by the effective mass of the system (plus any load), and the low-

Fig. 7. The effect of skin load on the system frequency response

frequency limbs are dominated by the effective stiffness.
The skin adds significant stiffness (∼ 100 Nm−1 ) and resistance (∼ 0.1 Nm−1 s) to the system, but adds negligible
effective mass (∼ 10−5 kg), so the resonant frequency of
the system is increased and the Q-factor is reduced. (The
Q-factor relates to the width of the resonance: a high Qfactor means a narrow resonance.)
In order to evoke “realistic” touch sensations an array
must operate over most of the tactile frequency range of,
say, 10 to 500 Hz. Stimulation in the upper part of this
frequency range is expected to stimulate mainly pacinian
receptors. Stimulation at lower frequencies is expected
to stimulate mainly non-pacinian receptors. To produce
“comfortable” sensation levels requires a few microns at
frequencies around 250 Hz and a few tens of microns at
frequencies around 50 Hz.
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4.2 Stimulus design
A significant problem for the operation of an array stimulator is the need to specify multiple parallel waveforms –
there is essentially infinite choice within the system bandwidth. In an attempt to provide a user-friendly system,
each waveform is constrained to be a specified mixture of
40 Hz and 320 Hz sinewaves, i.e., the output is a superposition of a spatiotemporal distribution of vibration at 40 Hz
and a spatiotemporal distribution of vibration at 320 Hz.
The 40 Hz output is intended to stimulate primarily non-pacinian receptors and the 320 Hz output is intended to stimulate primarily pacinian receptors. This
scheme was first proposed by Bernstein [2] in the context of single-channel vibrotactile stimulation. The twofrequency system may be considered as analogous to a 3colour video display – the stimulator produces a sequence
of frames in two tactile “colours”. Psycho-physics experiments have been performed to compare the perception of
moving stimuli at the two different stimulation frequencies [18]. Data were obtained on the masking of 40 Hz
or 320 Hz stimuli by a uniform vibrating background at
40 Hz or 320 Hz. The two different stimulation frequencies produce different results, suggesting that different receptor populations have been targeted.
For stimuli at 40 Hz and 320 Hz to have the same
subjective intensity, stimulus amplitude at 40 Hz must be
around 10 times greater. For stimuli with components at
both 40 Hz and 320 Hz, measurements have been made to
determine the component amplitudes required to achieve
constant subjective intensity as the amplitude ratio is varied. Figure 8 shows component amplitudes at 40 Hz and
320 Hz for constant subjective intensity. The data were
averaged over five subjects, from a comparison between
various two-component test stimuli and a two-component
reference stimulus. The
 data haven been fitted with an expression of the form ( ax )n + ( by ) = 1, where n = 1.23
gives the best fit. Also shown are best-fit lines for a linear
model (n = 1; the addition of normalised component amplitudes) and for an elliptical model (n = 2; the addition of
normalised component powers). This experiment provides
useful information for the control of subjective intensity in
two-frequency stimuli. For stimulus components of 40 Hz
and 320 Hz to have equal subjective intensity, the amplitude at 40 Hz must be approximately 20 times greater than
the amplitude at 320 Hz (at least for the array and stimuli
used in this experiment).

Fig. 8. Component amplitudes at 40 Hz and 320 Hz for constant
subjective intensity

as the generation of the signals is implemented as a software program running on the USB controller, the format
of the stimuli can be changed easily.
The created signals are transmitted to digital-toanalogue converters (DAC) via a bus system (see Fig. 9),

4.3 Drive electronics
For each of the contactors on the fingertip an appropriate driving signal has to be generated. We use a USB
controller to produce the stimuli at the two different stimulation frequencies. This has two advantages: firstly, the
intensities determined by the stimulator software can be
simply transmitted to the controller via USB and secondly,

Fig. 9. Schematic of the drive electronics
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which makes the system scaleable in the number of
contactors being supported. We use high-voltage operational amplifiers (OPA) to amplify the output of the
DACs to the levels (up to 40 V rms) required by the bimorphs.

5 Stimulator software
5.1 Analysis and processing of measured data
As a surface is two-dimensional by nature, we represent a fabric’s surface as a two-dimensional property map
P(u, v). The descriptions of these properties depend on
the mechanical model chosen for the virtual fabric. For
simplicity, in the following discussion we represent the
surface as rigid, with a specified height profile.
We describe a method that reconstructs a height function from a grey value image. The first step in this reconstruction process is the detection of symmetry in the
grey value image. We define symmetry with regard to a set
P ⊆ E 2 (with E 2 denoting the Euclidean plane) as a bijective map α : E 2 → E 2 with α(P ) = P . Each symmetry of
E 2 is a translation, rotation, reflection or glide reflection.
The symmetries of most fabrics are a combination of two
non-parallel translations. These translations define a basic
element called tile that is repeated in the translational directions (see Fig. 10). An algorithm for finding such a tile
was implemented based on [9] at the Welfenlab. As the
symmetries are not perfect in general, stochastic methods
are used to find an idealised tiling.
Since the tile is repeated on the grey value image,
we use the average of these repetitions to create a new
synthetic image of the surface, thus being cleaned from
noise. This image in turn is used as input for a shape-fromshading algorithm (see [21]) that computes an appropriate
height profile. See Fig. 11 for an example.

Fig. 10. Tile with translations t1 and t2

5.2 Extraction of relevant trajectory
In our model (see Fig. 12) every contactor of the tactile
 ar
xi
ray is assigned a two-dimensional device coordinate
.
yi


0 (t)
denote the position of the origin of the device
Let u
0v (t)
coordinate system on the fabrics surface (trajectory) and
ϕ(t) the angle between the x-axis and the u-axis at the time
t, then the position of the contactors on the fabric’s surface
can be computed with
 


0u (t)
u i (t)
=
vi (t)
0v (t)

 
cos ϕ(t) − sin ϕ(t)
xi
+
yi
sin ϕ(t)
cos ϕ(t)

Fig. 11. Photograph of a fabric and the corresponding height profile

Using the property map P(u, v) we can now define the
time dependent property function Pi (t) := P(u i (t), vi (t))
along the trajectory.
As we are rendering the device signals for the next
25-ms time frame we presumably need to extrapolate the
trajectory beyond the current time.
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Fig. 12. Tactile contactors on the fabric surface

5.3 Computation of resulting vibrations
For each contactor we need to compute the vibrations
occurring due to the movement of the fingertip over the
surface. This computation depends on the model used in
Sect. 5.1. Since we represent the surface as a height function, Pi (t) describes the height under the i-th contactor
as a function of time. As a start we act on the simple assumption that the vibration at the contactor position on
the finger directly corresponds to Pi (t). We want to express a vibration as a function F by assigning to each frequency ω a corresponding amplitude F(ω), which is done
by Fourier transforming Pi (t). Since we need to render the
device signals for the next 25 ms, this time segment becomes our window for the Fourier transform. We smooth
the boundaries of this segment with a Blackman window.
5.4 Decomposition of vibrations into base frequencies
The previous steps result in a frequency spectrum F(ω),
which now has to be decomposed into amplitudes at only
two base frequencies that will then be reproduced on the
tactile stimulator. We use 40 Hz and 320 Hz as base frequencies (see Sect. 4). The function mapping the spectrum
to these two amplitudes has to ensure that the resulting tactile sensation is very similar to the sensation that would
result from reproducing the whole spectrum on the tactile stimulator. This approach is analogous to the approach
used for multicolour video displays, which produce almost
arbitrary colours as mixtures of only three fundamental
colours.
Similar to the colour model of computer graphics (e.g.,
see [6]), we assume the existence of two functions H40 and
H320 such that the two amplitudes for 40 and 320 Hz can
be computed as an integral of a convolution:

a40 = H40 (ω) · F(ω)dω ,

(1)
a320 = H320 (ω) · F(ω)dω .
This hypothesis still has to be verified with appropriate experiments. Nevertheless, in the rest of this section we will
show the reasonableness of this approach and we will even
derive first approximations of the functions H40 and H320 .
With I p (F) and In p (F) we denote the stimulation intensity caused by a vibration with spectrum function F at

the pacinian and non-pacinian channel, respectively. Note
that these intensity functions are subjective and thus hard
to define. Our suggestion for an approximation of these
functions is

F(ω)
dω
I p (F) =
Tp (ω)

F(ω)
dω .
(2)
In p (F) =
Tn p (ω)
Since the channels react depending on the frequency (e.g.,
the pacinian channel is most sensitive around 300 Hz,
while the non-pacinian channel is most sensitive around
50 Hz), we use Tp1(ω) and Tn p1(ω) as frequency dependent
damping factors. The assignment of a linear factor to each
frequency seems to be a reasonable approximation suggested by some curves of equal sensation magnitude plotted as a function of stimulus frequency (see [22]). Furthermore, the approach of using an integral is supported by
assuming n = 1, i.e., a linear model in Sect. 4.2.
In [7] thresholds of the tactile channels as functions
of stimulus frequency were measured (see Fig. 13 for approximating curves). These thresholds refer to the smallest perceivable amplitude of a stimulus with only a single
frequency. Along these measured curves, the intensity is
considered to be constant, making these functions suitable as frequency dependent damping functions Tp (ω) and
Tn p (ω) that normalise the intensity to 1 at threshold level.
Let

α for ω = ω̄
Sω̄,α (ω) =
0 else
denote a simple sinusoidal vibration with frequency ω̄ and
amplitude α. Our goal is to replace a given vibration F by

Fig. 13. The functions Tp and Tn p
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two vibrations S40,a40 and S320,a320 such that
I p (F) = I p (S40,a40 ) + I p (S320,a320 ) ,
In p (F) = In p (S40,a40 ) + In p (S320,a320 ) .
These equations are equal to a two-dimensional linear
equation system (with Eq. 2):

F(ω)
a40
a320
dω =
+
T (ω)
Tp (40) Tp (320)
 p
F(ω)
a40
a320
dω =
+
.
Tn p (ω)
Tn p (40) Tn p (320)
The solutions of this system have the form


F(ω)
F(ω)
a40 = B11 ·
dω + B12 ·
dω
T (ω)
T (ω)
 p
 np
F(ω)
F(ω)
dω + B22 ·
dω .
a320 = B21 ·
Tp (ω)
Tn p (ω)

Fig. 14. The functions H40 and H320

Setting

Then the s-dimensional Hausdorff measure is defined as

B11
B12
+
,
Tp (ω) Tn p (ω)
B22
B21
+
,
H320 (ω) :=
Tp (ω) Tn p (ω)

H s := lim Hδs (F) .

H40 (ω) :=

δ→0

Hausdorff proved the existence of a number D F fulfilling

∞ for s < D F
H (F) =
0
for s > D F .

we obtain Eq. 1. H40 and H320 are depicted in Fig. 14.

s

Now we can define the Hausdorff dimension dim H (F)

6 Brownian surfaces
In order to test our rendering strategy, we carried out a preliminary experiment using a tactile array to present synthetically generated Brownian surfaces with varying fractal dimensions. It is shown in [1] that there exists a strong
correlation between the fractal dimension of a haptic texture and the impression of roughness perceived by tactually exploring it with a pen-like probe. We will get back
to this later in this section. First we will present one of
the various ways of defining a fractal dimension, the Hausdorff dimension.

as
dim H (F) := inf{s|H s (F) = 0}
= sup{s|H s (F) = ∞} .
The Hausdorff dimension dim H (F) has some basic
properties:
– If F ⊂ Rn , then dim H (F) ≤ n.
– If F ⊂ G, then dim H (F) ≤ dim H (G).
– If F is countable, then dim H (F) = 0.

6.1 Fractal dimension
Let F ⊆ Rn , F  = ∅ with d(x, y) denoting the Euclidean
distance in Rn . Then diam(F) := sup{d(x, y)|x, y ∈ F} is
called the diameter of F.
Let δ ∈ R+ and {Ui }i∈N be a countable set of subsets of
n
R with diam(U
i ) ≤ δ. Then {Ui }i∈N is called a δ-cover of

U
F if F ⊂ ∞
i=1 i .
Let s ∈ R+ . For every δ ∈ R+ :
∞
Hδs (F) := inf

(diam(Ui ))s |{Ui }i∈N δ-cover of F
i=1

.

6.2 Generation of Brownian surfaces
We show how textures with given fractal dimension are
generated.
A Brownian surface X H (x, y) (X H : R2 → R) with index H (0 ≤ H ≤ 1) is a stochastic process where:
1. X H (0, 0) = 0.
2. X H (x, y) is continuous.
3. Let σ, τ ≥ 0. Then the increments X H (x + σ, y + τ) −
X H (x, y) are normally distributed with expectation 0
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H

and variance (σ 2 + τ 2 ) =: ρ, i.e.,
P(X H (x + σ, y + τ) − X H (x, y) ≤ z) =
 2
z
r
− 21
− 21
dr .
exp −
(2π) (ρ)
2ρ
−∞

X H (x, y) itself is also normally distributed with exH
pectation 0 and variance (x 2 + y 2 ) . Figure 15 shows

some examples of Brownian surfaces with different
indices. It is shown in [5] that a Brownian surface
X H (x, y) with index H has Hausdorff and box dimensions dim H X H (x, y) = dim B X H (x, y) = 3 − H. In the
following, we refer to these dimensions in brief as fractal
dimension dim X H (x, y).
A Brownian surface with (x, y) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1] can be
constructed with the following algorithm (see [17]):
1. Set X H (0, 0) = 0 and randomly draw X H (0, 1),
X H (1, 0) and X H (1, 1) from a normal distribution
with expectation 0 and variance 1.
2. Iterate over (i, j) and randomly draw X H (k2−i , l2− j )
from a normal distribution with expectation
1
X H ((k − 1)2−i , (l − 1)2− j )
4
+ X H ((k − 1)2−i , (l + 1)2− j )
+ X H ((k + 1)2−i , (l − 1)2− j )
+ X H ((k + 1)2−i , (l + 1)2− j )



and variance
2(−i− j)H .
The variables k, l, i and j have to satisfy
0 ≤ k ≤ 2i ,

i ≥ 1,

k odd and

0≤l ≤2 ,

j ≥ 1,

l odd .

j

Because of the continuity of X H (x, y), the resulting surface is completely determined.

Fig. 15. Brownian surfaces with index 0.1 (red), 0.5 (green) and 0.9
(blue)

Fig. 16. Results of the experiment with the indices H of the Brownian surfaces on the abscissa and the impression of roughness on
the ordinate (with 20 corresponding to the roughest and 1 to the
smoothest surface)

A vibrotactile approach to tactile rendering

6.3 Fractal dimension determines impression of
roughness
The correlation between the fractal dimension and the impression of roughness was investigated in an experiment
at the Welfenlab, using a single-point contact with the virtual surface. The PHANToM® device was used to simulate
the feel of surfaces with different indices H. The test subjects could use a pen-like probe to explore the surfaces. To
permit comparability, the smoothest and the roughest surfaces were presented and they were given fixed roughness
values of 1 and 20. The test persons were asked to rate
randomly chosen surfaces inside this range.
Figure 16 shows some results of this experiment. As
one can see, there exists a strong correlation between
the fractal dimension of a haptic texture X H (X, Y), i.e.,
dim X H (x, y) = 3 − H and the impression of roughness
received by tactually exploring it.
6.4 First results using a tactile array
We used the generated Brownian surfaces to test our vibrotactile rendering strategy described in Sects. 5.2, 5.3
and 5.4. Since the system was not yet fully operable for
active exploration of a surface in real time, we used a passive presentation – stimuli were presented to the stationary
fingertip, computed for the case of the virtual surface moving over the fingertip at a constant speed of 8 cm s −1 . As
expected from the single-point-contact experiment, different Brownian surfaces were distinguished on the basis of
roughness corresponding to the fractal dimension. However, there was little or no sensation of movement over
the fingertip (presumably because individual surface features were not sufficiently identifiable to allow them to
be tracked as they moved over the array). In the case of
the active exploration envisaged for the fully operable system, the sensation of movement would be available from
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kinaesthetic and visual clues, and so the results would presumably be more convincing.

7 Conclusion
With careful attention to design it is possible to produce
effective array stimulators. These may be used in conjunction with force-feedback devices to provide multipoint (distributed) tactile stimulation as an enhancement
to single-point display of gross mechanical properties.
The principal problem in implementation derives from
a lack of information about the relation between the surface topology of an object being touched and the consequent time-varying distribution of mechanical excitation
over the various populations of mechanoreceptors in the
skin. A possible model of this relation is presented in this
paper, allowing drive waveforms for an array to be derived from real-time information about the user’s movements and prior knowledge of the (virtual) surface being
explored. The model is awaiting full experimental validation within the HAPTEX project, in terms of its ability
to produce realistic virtual sensations, but the overall system incorporates sufficient flexibility for the model to be
developed as required.
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